
 
Demand High: Classroom Observation Task (3) 
 

Learner involvement in answering the teacher's 
questions: Teacher strategies 

 
 
Focus  
How involved are a wide range of learners in answering each individual question from the teacher? 
 
Received contemporary  
When a teacher asks a question, it is often either (a) directed at an individual or (b) directed 
generally at the whole class. In the case of (a) this will typically lead to that one individual 
answering, without much involvement of others. In the case of (b) stronger or faster learners will 
typically volunteer answers and be nominated by the teacher to speak, again, without much 
involvement of others. The thrust in (a) and (b) tends to be mainly to "tick off" correctly answered 
questions, rather than to explore the range of wrong, right and half-there answers in the room.  
 
The Demand High tweak 
The teacher finds ways to bring in a number of other learners (and possibly all the learners in 
class) into the answering. The teacher aims to find the learning value in exploring the question and 
learners' attempts at answers, rather than seeking to immediately validate a right answer.   
 
Observation Task 
1 Record one question asked by the teacher. 
 
2 Who was it asked to? (e.g. Class in general, individual). Was the intended answerer named 
before or after the question was asked? Or was it left open for anyone to answer? 
 
3 Was there thinking and processing time between the asking of the question and the indication of 
who was to answer? How long was the thinking time between question and answer? Was the 
teacher comfortable to wait creatively, or in a hurry…? 
 
4 If learners volunteer to answer, who answers? Is it someone who imposes their right to answer 
(e.g. by answering before being nominated)? If the teacher picks an answerer, is it from amongst 
the apparently keener, stronger students? 
 
5 How does the teacher respond to the answer? (e.g. Instant validation of correctness, 
acknowledgement but no evaluation (via facial expression etc), silence, informative feedback, 
redirecting request for response to another student or to the class etc)  
 
6 Does the teacher postpone his/her validation of a final "correct" answer so as to involve more 
learners in exploring the question? How does he/she do his?  
 
7 How many learners speak or are involved in exploring the question before it is all concluded? 
 
8 How does the teacher ensure that a final "correct" answer is clear to all or that no unhelpful or 
confusing ambiguity remains? 
 
9 Was there evidence of tangible learning going on during the time between asking the question 
and moving on to the next thing? 
 
Now – having done this for one question, repeat it for more questions through the lesson. 
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